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PATENTS
Since 1965 Cintec has strived to become the world leader in the design and manufacture of
project specific designed cementitious anchoring and reinforcement systems. PATENTS have
been obtained worldwide and additional patents have been applied for and are pending. A
partial list of Patents / Patents pending includes, but is not limited to: 2245121, 2764006,
0090895, 5216857, 116188, 1210495, DE19609914, 3608775, DE2315859.
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Cintec's first project in North America

Marco Island Sea Wall – Florida, USA
March 1983- Following a move from Germany to a new home on a Florida island, Civil Engineer Paul Pella was faced
with a structural problem common to the region – subsidence and dislocation of the protective sea walls surrounding the
homes built upon the island.
Fortunately for Mr. Pella, his engineering experiences back in Europe provided him with an innovative new technology
ideally suited for stabilizing these concrete structures – Cintec Anchors. The ground behind the walls consists essentially of
sand, not considered an ideal medium for any form of anchorage. However the adaptability and unique features of the
Cintec system overcame any potential difficulties associated with this soil type.

Consisting of a steel rod enclosed in a mesh fabric
sleeve, the principle of the system is to inject a specially
developed cementitios grout into the restraining sleeve
of the anchor and so inflate it along its entire length. As
well as providing an extremely strong mechanical bond,
some liquid or ‘grout milk’ passes through the material
membrane and bonds with the original substraight
beyond.

In the case of Marco Island, an additional wide
section of expandable sleeve, or sock as it is often called,
was attached to the far end of the anchor. When the
grout was injected, the additional section expanded to a
diameter greater than the rest of the anchor. This
created a bulb deep within the soil and ensured a truly
secure point of anchorage.

As can be seen in the images (right) the individual
boreholes were produced by diamond core drilling, in this case
with a core diameter of 65mm (2 ½”) and to the length of the
anchor : 3.2 meters (15ft) – Fig 1. The anchors were then
installed with a plastic half pipe to facilitate their intsertion –
Fig 2. Finally the anchors were injected with ‘presstec’
cementitous grout expanding them from their far end to the
front. Although not essential, a flange – plate was laso
screwed to the exposed anchor end for additional securement
– Fig 3.
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Bridge Trials Verify Increased Bridge
Serviceability With Archtec Strengthening
Extensive verification has long since been established for both
the method of strengthening masonry arch bridges known
as Archtec as well as for the use of ELFEN Finite/Discrete
Element analysis as a basis for assessment and design.
This has included several fullscale tests.
Consistent with other contemporary work on masonry arches and current assessment/design methods, the verification and
testing which forms the current design basis for Archtec has focused primarily on predictions and comparison of ultimate
strength. However, unlike other methods of arch assessment/design, Finite/Discrete Element analysis also allows the
consideration of arch behaviour in the elastic range under service loads and some analytical work has been undertaken to
investigate this although it has not been possible to fully verify this in the absence of the suitable test data.
In the course of discussions with the Bridge Owners Forum (BOF) Masonry Arch Subgroup, regarding the more widespread
adoption of Archtec, the benefit of a Supplementary Load Test to investigate the behaviour of unstrengthened and strengthened
arches under service loads was identified. At meetings between the BOF, Gifford & Partners and Cintec, a bridge already earmarked for Archtec strengthening and was selected for testing under service loads. The load tests, were carried out in two
stages, before and after strengthening, and were undertaken using the guiding philosophy laid down in BA 54/94 Load Testing for
Bridge Assessment. The second of the two tests was completed on 1 March 2004.

The Bridge
Pop Bottle Bridge in South Lincolnshire is a skewed twospan brick masonry arch bridge. Each span is approximately 5.0m
measured in the skew direction and rise at their crowns 2.3m. The barrel is built from three rings of brick with bricks laid to the
English or Helicoidal Method and has a skew angle of 25°. The overall barrel thickness is 355mm. The central pier is 800mm
wide and approximately 2.1m high. Using modified MEXE and mechanism analysis the live load rating of the bridge
was originally calculated to be 13 tonnes. The construction and previous use of Pop Bottle Bridge make it an ideal representative
of British arch bridge stock and the disused and dismantled railway permitted easy access for test instrumentation.

Objectives: The primary objective of the Supplementary Load test was to demonstrate the efficacy of the
Archtec strengthening system under service loads, namely:
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To validate the use of the ELFEN Finite/Discrete Element analytical method to predict serviceability behaviour in unstrengthened
and strengthened arches.
To demonstrate that the retrofitted anchors contribute to the structural behaviour under service loads and that the
effects are beneficial and measurable.
The bridge was loaded before and after strengthening using two 18 tonne lorries in 28 different positions and instrumented to

record intrados strains, vertical displacements and strengthened bridge anchor strains.

Conclusions:
The following general conclusions can be drawn from the results of the two load tests, on the bridge in its unstrengthened
condition and after being Archtec strengthened, and from predictions of their behaviour using numerical simulations:

i. Based on strain measurements, the Archtec anchors used to strengthen the bridge are stressed under working
loads and are contributing to the bridge’s stiffness.

ii. Archtec strengthening reduces tensile intrados macro strains and, therefore, reduces the likelihood of loosening
masonry under cyclic live loads.

iii. Direct instrumentation of cracks and intrados macro strain measurements have demonstrated that Archtec anchors
positioned across transverse cracks reduce cyclic opening and closing under repeated live loads. The main benefit of this
behaviour would be the reduction in load cycle derived hysteretic damage; opening and closing of cracks under traversing
traffic. Reducing this type of damage will almost certainly be beneficial to the bridge service life.
Predictions of strain and displacement made with DE numerical simulations agree well with measured values, both
masonry and anchors. Results are conservative because of skew behaviour, transverse load distribution and spandrel wall
stiffening.
It has been demonstrated that Archtec strengthening can be designed not only for the ultimate limit state(4) (strength) but
also for the serviceability limit state (deflections, strains and stress ranges).
In summary, the two principal objectives of the tests have been acheived;
The validation of the use of the ELFEN DE analytical method to predict serviceability behaviour in unstrengthened and
strengthened arches, and,
The demonstration that the retrofitted anchors contribute to the structural behaviour under service loads and that these
effects are beneficial and measurable.
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Wisconsin Ave Bridge Washington D.C.

Strengthening from Within
by Christy Darden and Thomas J. Scott
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The Chesapeake & Ohio Canal flows under the stone masonry arch of
the Wisconsin Avenue Bridge in the busy Georgetown area of
Washington, DC. The towpath beside the canal serves as a footpath
and recreation resource. The original wrought-iron railing dates back
to 1831. 
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Mules on the towpath pull tour boats
operated by the National Park Service
up and down the canal. 
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This cutaway model of the
Archtec process illustrates
how a stainless steel
reinforcing rod fits into a
slightly permeable fabric sock
that is then filled with
cementitious grout under
pressure. 
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A Solution Presents Itself
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The masonry grout is strained to
remove lumps before it is fed into the
fabric sleeve. 
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Workers bolt the drilling rig to the pavement on the
bridge in preparation for driiling the 26 holes needed
for the strengthening project. 
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Workers insert the fabric sleeve and stainless steel
reinforcing rod into the drilling pipe, which is later
removed. In the background, traffic continues to
move across the bridge during the work. 
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Historic meets modern. Today, the old Wisconsin
Avenue Bridge, shown here looking north up busy
Wisconsin Avenue, continues to support a variety of
traffic ranging from pedestrians and bicyclists to cars
and heavy trucks. 
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Red Bridge- Campbell Town, Tasmania, Australia

View from the west

Centre Span

Damage to wingfall – note coloured cement
render from 1930’s and salt deposition caused by
it.
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The “Red Bridge” across the Elizabeth River at Campbell Town in
Tasmania is the oldest surviving brick arch bridge in Australia. It
consists of three segmental arch spans of 7.6 meters (25 feet) and
was built by convict labor between 1936 and 1838 using red clay
bricks made on site (hence its name). It rests on a basalt stone
substructure and uses sandstone for the piers, abutments and
capping.
The bridge was originally built wide enough to take two modern
traffic lanes, plus footways, and lies on the main highway between
the Tasmanian capital of Hobart and the principle northern city of
Launceston. There is presently no convenient alternative route, nor
is one planned in the near future. The Tasmanian Department of
infrastructure, Energy and Resources, which control the bridge,
required a contractor to take responsibility for the design and
construction of rehabilitation and strengthening works to restore
the original structure integrity of the bridge and strengthen it to
take modern heavy vehicles, which are presently up to 62.5 tones
on 9 axles in the “B-Double” configuration. Part of the “wish list”
also required strengthening to the new SM1600 loading which
allows for future increases and has loads in excess of 36 tones on a 3
axle group. An alliance was formed by Cintec Australasia with Van Ek
Contracting of Tasmania, a firm known for its expertise in
conservation of old bridges and buildings of new ones. When
expressions of interest were called from all over Australia for a
design and construct contract, only the Cintec alliance using the
Archtec process was able to satisfy the Department and a contract
was negotiated without further tendering.
Analysis by the Archtec consultants, Gifford and partners of
England, showed that the bridge could be strengthened to the
required SM1600 Loading. The project required 54-30mm diam. X
5m long anchors which were installed in late April to early May,2000
Expertise from within the world wide Cintec organization was
also utilized in conserving the masonry which required cleaning,
reappointing and grouting. Bill Jordan, who heads Cintec Australia,
advised on the masonry conservation in his capacity as a consulting
Structural Engineer specializing in conservation, with the help of
peter Sobek,the Cintec grout expert from Germany. Specially
formulated lime grouts and mortars were used to ensure that the
bridge meets the requirements of 100 years future life without
major repairs.
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Clifton Suspension Bridge

The Clifton Suspension Bridge is a grade 1 listed structure. It was designed by Isambard Kingdom Brunel and spans
214m (234 yards) from tower to tower across the Avon Gorge. Opened in 1864 it remains a testament to 19 th Century
engineering. Previously thought to be solid, in 2002, an electronic survey of the sandstone abutment supporting the
26m (28.5 yards) high tower provided evidence of 12 vaulted chambers. Arranged in two tiers- they are interlinked by
narrow tunnels and shafts just 0.6m in diameter. The purpose of the chambers in unclear. However, with each
chamber measuring on average 11m (12 yards) high by 15m (16.4 yards) long- they would have offered a considerable
saving in material. In order to gain a discreet access to these chambers and after engineering surveys confirmed that
the abutment was structurally safe, work began on forming a permanent door for maintenance access.
An exploratory core found the walls to be solid with an overall thickness of 1,800mm (70”). It comprises two
sandstone skins with lime mortar in between.
In spring 2003, work commenced to form a doorway 12m (13 yards) below the level of the footway, approximately
half way down the abutment where the wall returns to tie into the side of the gorge. The work began with the stitch
drilling of 70 holes to a length of 1,800 mm (70”) each with a diameter of 102mm (4”) in order to create an opening
approximately 2,000mm (79”) high by 830mm (33”) wide.
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Following this, 20 CINTEC stainless steel rebar anchors were used to pin together the external and
internal sandstone blocks cut through by the opening. These 16mm (5/8”) diameter solid circular section
anchors, measuring 1,500mm (59”) long, were installed at an angle and at 300mm centers around the
doorway. The anchors were inserted in 40mm (1 ½”) diameter predrilled holes, oversized to
accommodate expansion of the anchor sleeve with grout. In order to maintain the aesthetics of the bridge
the anchors were in set by 200mm (8”) to ensure they would not be visible on the external sandstone
face, achieving a sympathetic invisible bond around the new opening in the listed structure. Falcon
Structural Repairs of Portishead – UK, undertook the stitch drilling and anchoring to create the new
doorway, it required eight days to cut the opening and just two days to install the CINJTEC anchors. The
work was approved by English Heritage as well as the local planning authorities.
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Outwood Viaduct Radcliffe, UK
Following its closure in 1966, Outwood Viaduct had fallen into
dereliction, however its proposed demolition by British Rail
was forestalled due to public objection led by the Railway
Heritage Trust and it was eventually given Grade !! listed
status.

It spans the river Irwell at the western edge of Radcliffe,
Greater Manchester, the spans were fabricated and erected in
1881 and have an overall length of 336 Ft. Each span comprises
of six cast iron open spandrel arch ribs with lateral bracing.

British Rail previously attempted to strengthen the four
tapering brickwork pillars by adding new masonry to the
original single archway piercing located in each pier. This new
work had however began to detach from the original structure
and extensive cracking was visible between the new and old
(see right).

Cintec supplied 108 stud and rebar stitching anchor ranging
from 2.5ft to 30ft in length. These were installed through the
cracks to re-connect the inner reinforcement brickwork to the
original structure as indicated in the design proposal below.

After renovation, Outwood Viaduct was formally opened as a
footpath, bridleway and cycle way in 1999 by Sir William
McAlpine, President of the Railway Heritage Trust.
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Killiecrankie Viaduct Tayside, Perthshire Scotland, U.K.
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Gumley Road Bridge, Leicester, UK.

The Structure
Gumley Road Bridge is listed red brick structure with a single
span of 6.7 meters and a width of 4.9 meters between its
parapet walls. It was built to carry road traffic over the Grand
Union canal without impediment to boat traffic below. It had a
weight restriction of 17 ton.
The problem
Working in conjunction with British Waterways,
Leicestershire City Council required the bridge to be
strengthened to carry the 40/44 ton Assessment Live Loading.
With both the bridge and waterway in continual use, it was
imperative to keep disruption to a minimum.
The solution
In total, twenty six stainless steel 25 mm diameter CINTEC
anchors were installed from the road surface. All were between
2.9 and 3.1 meters in length. For the duration of the project
regular vehicular traffic was diverted over another bridge,
however it remained open to emergency vehicles, cycles and
horses. Boat traffic below remained completely unaffected.
Possession of the bridge was originally given over to Archtec for
three weeks, significantly, Cintec’s drilling and installation
contractors APB of Stoke, actually completes the work in only 10
days and so brought back into full service far ahead of the time
the council had allocated
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Checking for sub-surface services during
bridge survey

Temporary below arch protection
during the installation process
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Telford Magdalen Bridge, Oxford, U.K.
On May1st of each year Magdalen Bridge becomes the
focal point for Oxford’s May-Day celebrations. Choristers
traditionally sing from the tower of Magdalen Collage
located at the Oxford end of the bridge, attracting both
students and tourists to listen and enjoy the atmosphere.
For some, these festivities can even include jumping from
the parapets into the river Cherwell below.
A test on the strength of the parapets had been
originally undertaking in 1998. There were concerns about
the pressures being imposed upon the parapets by the
people standing on top of them and also by the large
crowds that may push against them.
This test revealed that the 6m length of parapet was
unable to withstand a load of 2.0kN/m. This result
revealed considerably less strength than had been
anticipated and therefore some form of remedial work
was considered necessary. In February 2002 another
section of parapet was tested on the South West Side over
the first span heading towards Oxford.
The section had been reinforced with Cintec anchors
over a 5.66m length. It was conducted in compliance with
the requirements of The Home office Guide to Safety at
sports grounds Fourth Edition and used specially designed
barrier load testing rigs (see figure 1). Deflections were
monitored with dial gauges having a resolution of 10
microns.
A load level of 5kn/m was requested by the client. The
parapet was initially loaded up to a bedding load 4kn/m to
remove any slack from the components of the parapet. It
was then loaded to 5.0kn/m to observe the level of
deflection. The parapet was found capable of accepting
the load and the maximum deflection measured was
0.57mm at approximately midway between two die blocks
located either side of the test length (see Test Certificate
below). Because of the successful trails, the parapet walls
for the entire lengths of Magdalen bridge will be
strengthened with Cintec anchors. Vertical M20 anchors of
2m are located within the die blocks and M25 anchors of
4.5m are installed through the pilasters. The horizontal
anchors are M16 and between 7m and 10m in length.
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Figure 2 shows the holes drilled horizontally through the
parapet. Figure 3 shows a horizontal Cintec anchor prior to
installation
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London Underground, U.K.

London Underground has a great many brick walls and parapets
supported on elevated structures. As it is the world’s oldest
underground system, many of the walls are between 100 and 150
years old and are consequently suffering from a degradation of the
mortar which is invariably lime based.
An insitu load test was carried out in order to demonstrate the
applicability of Cintec anchors for both stabilizing and for
strengthening them against dynamic air pressure loading. The test
was also used to confirm that the performance of the strengthening
wall had been correctly calculated and thus provide assurance of the
methodology.

Post-Tensioning Cintec anchor in test panel..
Two 16mm diameter 2 stage anchors were installed
vertically, the anchorage length within the supporting
structure was then inflated and left to fully harden.
The anchor was then tensioned and the second sock
occupying the remaining space in the masonry wall
was inflated.
Once the anchors were cured, an applied wind
loading was simulated by the application of a lateral
point load on a horizontal spreader beam positioned at
the walls centre. An incremental lateral load up to
3.5kn/m was applied by a hydraulic jack which
demonstrated a linear elastic response.

Details of test panel strengthening scheme.

The predicted response, calculated beforehand
and based on assumed values for the material
properties, was within 30% of the measured
values. Bearing in mind the wide range of
uncertainties in relation to the wall stiffness and
strength, this demonstrates an adequately high
level of accuracy. On completion of the test, no
cracking or spalling was observed. It was concluded
that the scheme presented both “an economic and
aesthetic solution to the refurbishment of
understregth and unstable masonry parapets”.
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Parapet Wall Strengthening Inclined Plane Bridge – Coalport U.K.
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Upper Kilmacud Bridge Dublin- Ireland
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HEMSLEY BUILDING 230 PARK AVENUE, NY, NY U.S.A.: TERRACOTTA REPAIR

The Property
This “recognized iconic asset” to the New York City Skyline is located in midtown
Manhattan and was built as a Beaux-arts style building in 1929. The property strategically
straddles Park Avenue at 46th Street and offers a direct connection to Grand Central Station.
It was acquired (2007) for One Billion One Hundred and Fifty Million USD.
The Problem:
By 2009, the building had begun to show its age. At the top of the building some of the
twenty-six east and south facing Terra-Cotta columns [ with the base starting at the 26th
floor and extending past the 34th floor] had begun to show cracking and in some areas had
began to shed large pieces of stone. The building owners/management had inquired as to
replacement cost of these Terra-cotta Brackets and had been quoted prices exceeding 16
Million dollars. By employing the Cintec method of repair, the owner was able to save
more than 15 million Dollars effecting by repairs for just over 1million dollars.

The Solution:
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Cintec in North America was contacted by Thornton Tomasetti Engineering Corporation to find a
solution to this issue, working together Cintec North America and Tomasetti Engineering
Corporation formulated a plan. Through exploratory probes and use of a borescope it was assessed
that the structure behind the columns (staked brick) was sound, given this assessment it was
decided that all that would be needed would be to attach the Cintec Anchoring System to the
backup and tie it to front face of stone that was sound in order not only to strengthen the
attachment to face but to create additional points of contact in the stone face brackets that were
sound. This was achieved by drilling oversized holes through the face of the stone and recessing
the anchor 1” from face of stone to accommodate a finish patch, thus creating an invisible repair.
The ability to tie the face of the original Terra-cotta panels to the back up wall saved the integrity of
the landmark building.

Savings:
By affecting, this repair method as opposed to fiberglass replacement and demolishing landmark
terracotta brackets and columns, the owner was able to save more than 15 Million dollars and
effect repairs in less than a quarter of the time needed to replace brackets. The General
Contractor on this project was United Restoration Corp who worked closely with Cintec North
America, Thornton Tommasetti (Engineer of Record) and Arteco Design Corp (Driller/Installer) to
complete this project with minimal issues and maximum savings.

General Contractor
United Restoration Services of
NY
295 Greenwich St, Ste 341
New York, NY
10007
Tel: 212-431-1261
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Engineer of Record

Specialist Masonry Contractor

Thornton Tomasetti
th
24 Commerce Street, 8 Fl
Newark, NJ
07102
Tel: 877-993-9737

Arteco Design & Restoration
8 Bogart Place
Yonkers, NY
10708
Tel: 914-793-9424
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Blaise Castle Estate, U.K

Ground Anchoring
The Blaise Castle Estate is 650 acres of parkland consisting of a
deep wooded lime stone gorge, dramatic scenery and a number of
historical monuments including a folly castle (above) built in 1766
as a summer house within the perimeter of an Iron Age hill fort.
The park also boasts an extensive range of scenic pathways
offering views of natural and historical intrest.
In the autumn of 2004 and under the project management of
Mann Williams (Bath), remedial work was undertaken along one
such stretch of pathway, the requirement being to strengthen and
stabilize the supporting retaining wall below. The diamond core
srilling and anchor installation was contracted to Falcon Structural
Repairs of Portishead (Bristol). In total No 232, 16mm diameter x
4500mm long 304 stainless steel rebar anchors were installed into
65mm diameter drill holes. Each anchor was fitted with a 150mm
wide front plate and recessed partially into the wall and
subsequently No200, 10mm diameter x 600mm long RAC anchors
were also installed to consolidate the structural stonework of the
retaining wall itself.
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Goodrington Sea Wall, Devon, U.K.
The Sea wall at Goodrington Beach, in Devon, UK,
was constructed of local stone and founded upon a
concrete footing. The whole wall was gradually
moving towards the sea by sliding off the concrete
foundation

To overcome the problem, Torbay Borough
Council proposed a design using Cintec anchors to pin
the wall to the foundation. The anchors were
inserted at an angle to mobilize the full length of the
wall.

Additionally Cintec consolidation anchors
were inserted on a regular grid to ensure the
integrity of the wall and the action of the
ground anchors on the wall.
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Malmesbury Church Street Rotation, U.K

AS can be seen from above photograph this retaining wall has seriously rotated towards the next property.
Understandably the neighbors were becoming extremely concerned about its safety. The wall retained the garden
and some imposed load from the house foundations.

Engineers Mann Williams devised a scheme to save
the situation by installing Cintec ground anchors
through the wall at one-third height together with
vertical Cintec anchors to reinforce & mobilize the full
height of the wall to resist the rotational effect.
Anchors were located as shown by dotted red lines.
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Lock Gates Clarendon Docks, Belfast, U.K.

Clarendon Docks
Cintec anchors have been used to fix two 20 ton lock gates, as part of the 750 million pounds sterling, regeneration of
Belfast’s Laganside Development.
Clarendon Docks, where shipbuilding in Belfast first commenced, was severely affected by the river’s tidal range.
Construction of a temporary dam across the existing dock basin, and installation of a lock between the basin and the river,
has created an aesthetically pleasing non- tidal water feature capable of facilitating small craft.
Although the dock basin was pumped dry for the refurbishment of the waterfront site, it was vital that the fixing method
selected was suitable for use underwater.
Each gate is supported by two hinges bolted into the 600mm concrete wall of the lock. One of the key reasons for
selecting the Cintec system, was that although the top hinge for each gate is well above the water level, the lower hinge
falls within the tidal zone, “explained Brian Campbell. Design engineer for the installers.
During the installation, sea-water poured through at one of the anchor locations. We were concerned that alternative
fixing methods would not be as successful in such wet conditions.”
Following extensive testing, 48 Cintec anchors were embedded into the wall to support the two lock gates. Each lower
hinge required 12 fixing anchors, 450mm in length and 102mm in diameter at 200 and 220 centers.
The installation of the anchor bolts at the lock gates has been undertaken by ACE Fixings, the approved installers of
Cintec anchoring system for Ireland.
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Hay’s Dock Lerwick (Shetland Islands) - Scotland

Panorama of Hay’s Dock with the Heritage Centre under construction in the background (right), the restoration of the
old sail house on the quay (centre right) and Cintec stablisation work (end of the quay left of sail house).
Lerwick is the capital of the Sheltland Islands and in the early 1830’s became a thriving centre for the herring industry.
The foundation for this commercial success lay with the construction of Hay’s Dock and a complex of warehouses and
curing yards together with all the facilities for building and rigging sailing vessels. The fortunes of the herring industry
fluctuated considerably during the 19th century and as vessels became larger and steam power became the norm, a new
larger facility was required and subsequently built by the Lerwick Harbor Trust in 1906. The original dock continued to
play an important commercial role adapting primarily to the timber trade.
Today Hay’s Dock stands as a monument to the town’s industrial heritage and with the assistance of the Shetland
Amenity Trust, Historic Scotland and a contribution of lottery funding, the dock area is being rejuvenated with the
construction of the new Shetland Museum and Archives building as well as the refurbishment of the old docks itself.
When originally constructed, technology for building underwater was limited. Consequently the foundations of the
furthest and hence deepest part of the quay consist of large stone blocks resting upon a layer of relatively unstable sand
and gravel. Inevitably, over the last two centuries, the structure has suffered from significant subsidence.
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Consulting Engineers Elliott & Company proposed a solution for installing Cintec anchors to both secure the individual
blocks of stone masonry and also to underpin the whole structure to the bedrock below. 18 Cintec Multibar anchors were
installed by the drilling contractor Holequest Ltd, each anchor being five meters long and consisting of four strands of
16mm diameter 316 high grade stainless steel rebar in square formation. A drill rig was used to diamond bore each
150mm diameter hole prior to the installation of the mulibar anchors. The two man cycle of drilling and installation
proceeded at a rate of one anchor extremely variable weather even in the month of June.
High grade stainless steel was chosen to improve the long term
resistance to the corrosive effects of the salt water. Before installation,
the polyester sock of each anchor was completely saturated in fresh
water, not only to facilitate the injection and inflation of the anchor,
but also to provide a temporary barrier between the reinforcing bars
and the external sea water. The low pressure injection of the
cementitous grout expanded the anchors from the far bedrock end
upwards and so displaced any sea water within the drilled holes and
locking the anchors were installed, the original surface edge stones and
inner cobbles were placed back into position, concealing the
stablisation work beneath.

A mobile rig was employed firstly to core drill the
anchor holes, then to temporarily install a metal tube
hole lining, following by the lifting and lowering of the
Cintec anchor (above) and finally the removal of the
temporary core lining prior to anchor injection
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The Roman Ruins of Bet She’an-Scythopolis – Isreal (2002)
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Located below the Old City of modern-day Jerusalem, Wilson’s arch extended high above
the street in the time of Jesus. It is buttressed up against the Walling Wall of the temple
Mount and supported a bridge across the Tyropean Valley from the Upper City on the
Western Hill. Named after the explorer who discovered it in the nineteenth century,
Wilson’s extended 75 feet above the valley floor below, and covered a span of 45 feet. In
these photographs, the floor on which the people are praying is on the debris from the
Roman destruction of the city in 70 AD and later construction. The arch is now only 20 feet
above the pavement. Its majestic size and the enormous stones testify to the grandeur of
King Herod’s aspirations. Today the area beneath the arch functions as a prayer area for
religious Jews. Following its excavation in the 1860’s, the structure has suffered cracking
from regular seismic activity, most recently in the early 1990’s and also from more recent
nearby excavations of King Solomon’s Stables. The strengthening was carried out by Cintec’s
representation for Israel – Oganim Anchoring Solutions Ltd. With the use of diamond core
drilling to within just 200mm of the Western Wall No. 8 Cintec M12 Stainless Steel anchors
of between 2.36m and 2.75m long were installed under the supervision of the Authority of
Antiquity of Israel. The retaining sleeves of each Cintec anchor preventing the escape of
grout into the surrounding voids. The arch pier now stabilized against future seismic
activity.
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FIRST LUTHERAN CHURCH OF THE REFORMATION:
NEW BRITAIN, CT

The First Lutheran Church of the
Reformation building which currently
houses the congregation, was built from
1903-1906. Its architect was W.H. Cadwell
and the contract for construction was given
to Murphy Brothers of Norwich. The
exterior is “native marble” from Ashley Falls,
MA. The interior was renovated in 1923.
Two spires which originally graced the north
and south towers were removed after
lightning struck the south tower in 1925.

The Senior Pastor Rev. Elisabeth A.
Aurand stated that the congregation
decided at the end of 2008 to remain in its
1906 building at 77 Franklin Square and to
solve the problems of the physical plant,
particularly two structurally faulty towers. It
adopted the Cintec System for tower
stabilization, an installation of stainless steel
anchors made by Cintec America, which will
allow completion of the work at half the
cost of traditional masonry methods. In
addition, the church has gained a listing on
the Connecticut State Register of Historic
Places and has submitted an application for
placement on the National Register
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Contractor Joseph Gnazzo in conjunction with Engineer Joseph Picarro of AJP
Engineering, LLC implemented the tower stabilization process shown below.
Type A was the approach used to stabilize the deteriorated areas of the faces
between the corners with a M12 ½” dia S/S Anchor set into 1 ½” diameter hole.
Type B was the approach used to stabilize the displacement of the external
pilasters of the tower with Cintec M16 5/8” dia S/S Anchors set into a ¼” diameter
hole.
Type C was the approach used to cross stitch the pilasters with Cintec M12 ½”dia
S/S Anchor and set into a 1 ¼” diameter hole.
Type D was the approach used to support the beams on galvanized wall brackets
attached with Cintec M20 ¾”dia S/S bracket anchors and set into a 2” diameter
hole.
Type E Involved installing on row of Cintec M16 5/8” dia S/S anchor and set into a
1 ½” diameter hole.

General Contractor
Joseph Gnazzo Company
Bruce Panico
1053 Buckley Highway
Connecticut, Union
06076
860-684-2334
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Engineer Of Record
AJP Engineering LLC
Joseph Porarco
Connecticut, Berlin
22 Robbins Rd
06037
860-539-5318
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Engineer

Masonry Contractor

Anrep & Associates

Lariviere Construction Ltee

John G Cook & Associates
1750 Courtwood Crescent, Suite 101
Ottawa, On K2C 2B5
(613)226-8718

640 Auguste Mondoux
Gatineau, QC J9J 3K3
(819)770-9703
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St. Alphonsus Church
Baltimore, MD
Project Engineer: Keast and Hood Company,
Washington, DC
General Contractor: Structural Preservation Systems,
Elkridge MD
Owner: Baltimore Archdiocese
Date: 2007
St. Alphonsus Church was built in the 1840s in downtown
Baltimore, Maryland. Dubbed the German cathedral because it
served the local German community, this striking example of neo-Gothic architecture is constructed of
brick with a slate roof and sandstone column capitals. In 1917, the Roman Catholic Church bought the
church and it was designated an Archdiocesan Shrine in 1994.
The original design by architect Robert Cary Long Jr. called for spires on all the columns. When
rehabilitative work was required on the capstones, the Archdiocese decided to also add the spires to
match the architect’s original vision.
Why Cintec anchors?
The inspection found that the deterioration of the sandstone capstones was caused by years of
weathering and freeze-thaw cycles, as well as maintenance neglect.
Cintec anchors were specified not only because they could stabilize
the capstones, but also because they could handle the wind load
requirements for the spires, they were compatible with the masonry,
and they could anchor the base plate for the spires.
Cintec made 20 four-foot (1219 mm) stainless steel anchors
designed to a 50 psf (2.39 kPa) wind load, wind shear of 600 lbs.
(272 kg) per anchor and an uplift of 400 lbs. (181 kg) per anchor.
The anchors are expected to
provide a rust-free holding
capability for at least 100 years,
satisfying the client’s desire for a long-term solution.
The work
First the general contractor repaired and stabilized the capstones for
the spire installation. Working on site from aerial lifts, the general
contractor drilled a 1.5-inch (38 mm) hole in the
centre of each column for inserting the anchor
wrapped in the patented Cintec sock. The sock
was injected with Cintec’s non-shrink
cementitious grout to hold the anchor in place.
Six inches (150 mm) of thread was left exposed
above the base of the column for attaching the
stainless steel base plate. The base plate then
held the spire in place.
The architect’s vision
This historic structure now realizes the
architect’s original vision and is solidly anchored
for safety and posterity.

Photo courtesy of Chauncy Primm.
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Nuclear Power Stations

Wylfia Power Station, Anglesey, North Wales UK

Cintec Anchorage
equippment
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Eglise Aizenay, France
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In order to repair damage caused by centuries of seismic activity, This French project involved the
installation of 11 meter vertical anchors through the flying buttresses together with 260 RAC
consolidating anchors comprised of 40 No. 1500mm 10mm CHS RAC’s plus 110No. 1300mm and
110No. 700mm of the same type
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Egypt's oldest pyramid at risk and a British
company has been called in to stop its collapse
By Daily Mail Reporter Last updated at 3:39 PM on 5th January 2011
A British engineering firm have won a lucrative contract to help save the oldest pyramid in Egypt.
The 4,600-year-old pyramid of Djoser almost collapsed in 1992 after being hit by an earthquake.
But in a bid to preserve the ancient structure, a firm from South Wales has been called in to keep the pyramid
standing.

To find out more on this project and many others by visiting our
FaceBook page or by following the links below:
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-1344204/British-firm-called-save-Egypts-oldest-pyramid.html#ixzz1Ae
94ApUd
http://www.theworld.org/2011/01/
07/restoring-a-pyramid/
http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-wales-so
uth-east-wales-12131830
5II% D % I2%I
IA6IBA66IB63 33
 3 333   
5II%(  %
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http://ca.search.yahoo.com/search?e
i=utf-8&fr=slv8-tyc8&p=djoser%20%
2b%20Cintec&type=
5II % IBA66IA6I3
33  3 3  I

http://www.ukti.gov.uk/export/unit
edkingdom/wales/item/123314.html 
Rescue operation: A Welsh engineering firm has been called in to save the Pyramid of Djoser in Egypt. A
team from Cintec in Newport has been contracted by the High Council of Egyptian Antiques to rescue
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Rescue operation: A Welsh engineering firm has been called in to save the Pyramid of Djoser in Egypt. A
team from Cintec in Newport has been contracted by the High Council of Egyptian Antiques to rescue the
landmark, which is also known as the Step Pyramid. The firm worked on Windsor Castle after the fire of 1992
and was also called upon by the Indian government to strengthen a major Delhi bridge ahead of last year's
Commonwealth Games.

Landmark: The 200ft pyramid was built in around 2650BC
And after building a reputation for preserving landmark
structures, Cintec has won an £1.8million contract to save the
Pyramid of Djoser.
The engineers will use self-inflating water-filled bags to bolster
against the collapse of a damaged ceiling inside the pyramid.
Stainless steel structural reinforcement anchors will also be
implemented in a bid to secure the strength of the building's
central chamber.
Peter James, managing director of Cintec, said: 'We are
extremely pleased to have been appointed for this project and
are always looking for new methods to support and maintain
historical landmarks across the globe. We recognize the importance of both historical and religious structures to
their cultures and hope to continue to develop advanced reinforcement systems that will preserve archeological
structures for future generations.
'The Step Pyramid project is of particular importance to us as the entire structure could be destroyed at any point
due to the damage on the ceiling and roof caused by the earthquake. 'We aim to work as efficiently as possible
on this project without comprising the design or strength of the structure.' Built in around 2650BC as a burial
place for Pharaoh Djoser, the Step Pyramid can be found in Saqqara, around 19 miles south of Cairo. 
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PRINCES’ GATE
TORONTOONTARIOCANADA

The eastern entrance to Exhibition Place is marked by the Princes' Gates, a beautiful structure named for Edward Prince
of Wales (later Edward VIII), and his brother Prince George (later The Duke of Kent). Often mistakenly called the
"Princess Gates," the monumental Princes' Gates were built to celebrate Canada's 60th anniversary of Confederation
(1927). The gates are made of a mix of stone and concrete. There are nine pillars to either
side of the main arch, representing the nine Canadian provinces in existence at the time of
construction. Flanking the central arch are various figures representing progress, industry,
agriculture, arts and science. The gates were designed by Chapman & Oxley in Beaus Arts
style and in 1987 the gates officially became a listed building under the Ontario Heritage Act.
Cintec had already provided anchoring solutions for other historic buildings within the vast
Exhibition Place complex. Naturally, when R. O. (Rick) Coombs of Nexus Architects and Tony
Serafico of Clifford Restoration Limited were tasked with the seismic issues relating to the
columns, they turned to Cintec.
Each column consists of several, tapering, annular rings stacked to a height of 27 feet and sit
on a concrete pile cap some 7 feet thick. The project required an anchor that would extend
the full depth of the column and pile cap, mechanically and adhesively tie all components
together and allow post tensioning load of 25,000 pounds per column.
The annular rings had a 3 inch centre hole precast and the centre of the pile cap was precision
cored 4 inch diameter by Davis Structural with a PCD type bit to give a ” X ¼” groove for
improved attachment. Two stage anchors, 35 feet long were fabricated by Cintec, each comprising
#9 carpenter stainless steel, 4” diameter polyester Cintec sock for the 7 foot first stage and 3”
diameter sock for the second stage.
The anchors were carefully lowered into place by crane and the first stage inflated using Cintec
Presstec® grout. After 7 days, tension load of 25,00 lbs.was applied, bearing plate secured and
the second (27 foot) stage was inflated.
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ARCHITECT
NEXUS ARCHITECTS
214 Merton St, Suite 208
Toronto, Ontario, Canada
1 416 962 8047

CONTRACTOR
CLIFFORD RESTORATION LIMITED
86 Mack Avenue
Scarborough, Ontario, Canada
1 416 691 2341

Cintec Reinforcement Systems

Every day Applications including Fire Damaged Buildings ,Readaptive
use of Buildings & structures, Monument & Chimney Repairs,
Historical Restoration ,Stud and Nelson Stud applications ,
Cost Saving applications & Unusual applications
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Readaptive use of structures

Marriott Hotel, Liverpool Airport
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Chimney & Monuments Restoration

Guisborough Hall Hotel, Chimney
Guisborough Hall is being renovated tp provide high-class apartments: Balast Construction is carrying out the
renovation with some care, as it is a listed building.

Glyn Robinson Associates were retained to provide structural design elements and their main problem was the
wind loading on the 2.6 & 3.1 Mt. high chimneys. Only seven of these 18 th century octagonal chimneys out of the
total of 44 would be used. Cintec proposed a specially designed anchor to create a teinforced concrete column
inside the chimney, bonded to the pot liner (where there was one ). This anchor consisted of 4 – 12mm stainless
stell rebar anchors in a 250 mm dia sock for the 300 mm flues.
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Chimney & Monuments Restoration

Partially missing ceramic liner ->

Chimney’s capped with a stainless plate. ->
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Old Parliament House, Canberra Australia

Old Parliament House in Canberra served as the “temporary” seat of Australia’s federal Government
from it’s opening by the Duke of York (later King George VI) in 1927 until the opening of the new building on
the hill behind it in 1988.
The building was built of brick, cement rendered internally and externally, with some of the render being
up to 30 mm thick and in up to three layers. During the buildings conservation for it’s new use as a
parliamentary museum, it was found that much of this render had lost adhesion and was “drummy” yet it
was worthy preserving as a record of techniques used in it’s application and the history of painting
contained on its surface. The project managers were particularly concerned to ensure that the render could
not fall on users of the building.
Standard techniques using various proprietary adhesive injection techniques were tried on a test panel
from which the render was then cut to reveal that none were adequate. Two problems were apparent.
x The adhesive resins were absorbed into the bricks or the render, but often did not bridge the gap:
x The loss od adhesion in the render was a different layer boundaries which meant that a large area
of “drummy” render did not have one large void but separate voids at different levels.
Eventually CINTEC came up with the option of pinning the render in place with the use of a grid of 75 mm
long CINTEC RAC anchors. The anchors were inserted through the render into the underlying brickwork, but
left protruding at the surface so that the sock-encapsulated grout bound the full depth of the render layers:
the CINTEC “pins” were trimmed after hardening and the hole repaired.
Work is continuing as the building is conserved.
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The Canadian Parliament
The Centre Block of the parliament buildings accommodates the House of Commons and the Senate. All
Canadian law originates here. The original building was constructed between 1860 and 1865. After the fire of
February 1916, which totally destroyed the building except for the library, the building was rebuilt of Nepean
Sandstone.
The West Block, also constructed in 1860, was added to in 1878 and has also seen a major fire which in 1897
damaged the top stories. Today the building contains the offices of the members of Parliament and staff,
together with the Confederation room which is used for some state occasions. Major repair and restoration work
has been carried out to ensure that these historic buildings continue to serve Canadians for many years to come.
CINTEC was involved in major repair to both these buildings. Walls of the Senate Tower were stabilized above
the roof level using 5 metre-long fully socked 12mm and 16mm dia. threaded rod anchors. Gargoyles on the
four corners were stabilized with anchors drilled from the inside of the tower into the back side of this prominent
architectural element.
Pavilion walls on the south side of the building were secured to the floor diaphragms using 4 metres long
anchors installed through three steel floor beams, and pairs of diagonal anchors. The anchors were modified
on site to suit the condition of the floor structure. Chimneys on the south side of the Centre Block roof are
being secured to the roof structure using long anchors through the chimney. The anchors either end in attic
walls or expand around steel roof beams.
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PRINCES’ GATE
TORONTOONTARIOCANADA

The eastern entrance to Exhibition Place is marked by the Princes' Gates, a beautiful structure named for Edward Prince
of Wales (later Edward VIII), and his brother Prince George (later The Duke of Kent). Often mistakenly called the
"Princess Gates," the monumental Princes' Gates were built to celebrate Canada's 60th anniversary of Confederation
(1927). The gates are made of a mix of stone and concrete. There are nine pillars to either
side of the main arch, representing the nine Canadian provinces in existence at the time of
construction. Flanking the central arch are various figures representing progress, industry,
agriculture, arts and science. The gates were designed by Chapman & Oxley in Beaus Arts
style and in 1987 the gates officially became a listed building under the Ontario Heritage Act.
Cintec had already provided anchoring solutions for other historic buildings within the vast
Exhibition Place complex. Naturally, when R. O. (Rick) Coombs of Nexus Architects and Tony
Serafico of Clifford Restoration Limited were tasked with the seismic issues relating to the
columns, they turned to Cintec.
Each column consists of several, tapering, annular rings stacked to a height of 27 feet and sit
on a concrete pile cap some 7 feet thick. The project required an anchor that would extend
the full depth of the column and pile cap, mechanically and adhesively tie all components
together and allow post tensioning load of 25,000 pounds per column.
The annular rings had a 3 inch centre hole precast and the centre of the pile cap was precision
cored 4 inch diameter by Davis Structural with a PCD type bit to give a ” X ¼” groove for
improved attachment. Two stage anchors, 35 feet long were fabricated by Cintec, each comprising
#9 carpenter stainless steel, 4” diameter polyester Cintec sock for the 7 foot first stage and 3”
diameter sock for the second stage.
The anchors were carefully lowered into place by crane and the first stage inflated using Cintec
Presstec® grout. After 7 days, tension load of 25,00 lbs.was applied, bearing plate secured and
the second (27 foot) stage was inflated.
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NEXUS ARCHITECTS
214 Merton St, Suite 208
Toronto, Ontario, Canada
1 416 962 8047

CONTRACTOR
CLIFFORD RESTORATION LIMITED
86 Mack Avenue
Scarborough, Ontario, Canada
1 416 691 2341
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(3) The Position of the CINTEC Anchors

(1) The Portico (2) The South Wall support
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Close inspection reveals that when the stones were laid
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(2) The original, supported corner

(1) Securing the Ground (2) Drilling
for the Anchor
(3) The finished hole ready for the anchor (4)
Inserting the CINTEC Anchor
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Stud-welded Masonry Retrofit Anchor System
The Prudential Building Chicago

The Chicago Jewelry Exchange

Stud-welded Masonry Retrofit Anchor System
Designed to restore lateral tieback to the supporting steel frame, the nelson® stud-welded masonry
retrofit anchor has been successfully installed in repair applications to restore structural integrity to
damaged or deteriorating masonry systems. Combining two diverse material technologies. CINTEC's
R&D department working with Boyd Associates, Inc. developed a masonry retrofit anchoring system
which combines welded steel studs with the CINTEC® retrofit masonry anchor system.
The system is installed by first drilling small holes through the masonry to the surface of the structural
steel member. A separate bit is then used to lightly mill away any surface rust or buildup on the surface of
the steel member. A threaded stud is then fusion welded onto the steel member using a special adapter
mounted on the standard stud gun. Following stud installation, a standard CINTEC® masonry anchor with
a special adapter is threaded onto the stud and completed in the standard manner.
This anchoring system has been used to restore ties to brick and terra cotta in situations which would
have otherwise led to mare extensive and costly removal. Current applications have included both short
term and permanent repair of masonry in which the original tie materials were either missing or severely
deteriorated. In situations where eventual removal may take place in the future, the threaded studs can
remain as the permanent structural tie for the new masonry.

Engineers for the Chicago Jewellery
Exchange
Jon M. Boyd Consulting
Structural Engineer
Engineers for the Alternative Repair
System
to the Prudential Building
Simpson Gumpertz & Heger Inc.
Consulting Engineers
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Cintec in North America was contacted by Thornton Tomasetti Engineering Corporation to find a
solution to this issue, working together Cintec North America and Tomasetti Engineering
Corporation formulated a plan. Through exploratory probes and use of a borescope it was assessed
that the structure behind the columns (staked brick) was sound, given this assessment it was
decided that all that would be needed would be to attach the Cintec Anchoring System to the
backup and tie it to front face of stone that was sound in order not only to strengthen the
attachment to face but to create additional points of contact in the stone face brackets that were
sound. This was achieved by drilling oversized holes through the face of the stone and recessing
the anchor 1” from face of stone to accommodate a finish patch, thus creating an invisible repair.
The ability to tie the face of the original Terra-cotta panels to the back up wall saved the integrity of
the landmark building.

Savings:
By affecting, this repair method as opposed to fiberglass replacement and demolishing landmark
terracotta brackets and columns, the owner was able to save more than 15 Million dollars and
effect repairs in less than a quarter of the time needed to replace brackets. The General
Contractor on this project was United Restoration Corp who worked closely with Cintec North
America, Thornton Tommasetti (Engineer of Record) and Arteco Design Corp (Driller/Installer) to
complete this project with minimal issues and maximum savings.

General Contractor
United Restoration Services of
NY
295 Greenwich St, Ste 341
New York, NY
10007
Tel: 212-431-1261

Engineer of Record

Specialist Masonry Contractor

Thornton Tomasetti
th
24 Commerce Street, 8 Fl
Newark, NJ
07102
Tel: 877-993-9737

Arteco Design & Restoration
8 Bogart Place
Yonkers, NY
10708
Tel: 914-793-9424
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